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Abstract: A condition based preventive maintenance (CBPM) policy is proposed for a
continuously operating device whose condition deteriorates with time in service. The
model incorporates both deterioration and random failures. Deterioration is modeled as
discrete states process. The system undergoes random inspections to know the condition,
mean time between inspections are exponentially distributed. If the observed condition at
an inspection exceeds the threshold deterioration level, Preventive maintenance (PM) is
performed. Else no action takes place, continue to run the system. Each PM makes the
system τstages ( 1 ) younger. The proposed models consider an accumulated
deterioration based increasing intensity for the random failures. A continuously increasing
failure rate (for example Weibull) is converted into a stepwise increasing failure rate using
stair-step approximation. An exact recursive algorithm computes the steady-state
probabilities of the system. An operating unit time (hour, day, week, etc.) based cost
function is defined using different cost rates for the different types of outages. Based on
maximum availability or minimum costs, optimal solution of the model is derived.

Key Words: condition based preventive maintenance (CBPM), deterioration failure,
random failure, minimal repair, stair-step failure rate.

1. Introduction

Optimal preventive maintenance policies are determined for repairable devices by
minimizing total cost, maximizing availability, or optimizing some other objective.
Dekker [1], Pham and Wang [2], Dekker [3], Hongzhou Wang [4], are the recent research
reports on maintenance. Preventive maintenance on deteriorating devices extends the
useful life in two ways. The useful life is extended either by reducing the accumulated
deterioration level, i.e. reducing the previously occurred deterioration or by reducing the
deterioration rate of the device after performing the PM, i.e., reducing the future
deterioration. Suprasad and Leland [5], Sim and Endrenyi [6] and [7], Dongyan and
Trivedi [8] modeled the former case, Canfield [9], Park et al [10] considered the later.
This paper proposes models in the former case. Overhauls, replacements of the
components etc, are the PM activities in the former case. Later case includes tightening
and adjustments, balancing, lubrication, etc.

1 Corresponding author’s e-mail: naikan@hijli.iitkgp.ernet.in
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Suprasad and Leland [5] modeled the deterioration process as k up or operating states
and one down or failed state. Mean time between inspections of the device is
exponentially distributed. Replacement or complete overhaul of the device takes place if
the identified deterioration stage of the device at an inspection exceeds a threshold n (n is
a preventive replacement threshold, 1<n<=k), or in deterioration failed state. The model
maximizes the availability of the device by simultaneously optimizing ‘n’ and inspection
frequency.

Sim and Endrenyi [6] modeled the deterioration process with k operating states and
one deterioration failed state. They have also considered random failures with constant
intensity independent of the deterioration stage of the device. Periodic preventive
maintenances are performed which makes the device one deterioration stage younger. Sim
and Endrenyi [7], Chen and Trivedi [8], Hosseini et al [11], Chen et al [12], and Moustafa
et al [13] consider multiple maintenance actions viz., minimal and major maintenance.
Sim and Endrenyi [7] is a statistic-based policy by putting a limit on number of minimal
maintenance activities performed before a major maintenance or overhaul. [8], [11], [12],
and [13] are condition based maintenance policy. No maintenance, minimal maintenance,
and major maintenance are the maintenance alternatives; any one of these may takes place
based upon the observed condition of the device. Minimal maintenance restored the
device to previous deterioration state whereas major maintenance restored to as good as
new state. [8], and [11] consider exponentially distributed mean time between inspections,
[12] consider generally distributed mean time between inspection, and [13] consider
continuous inspections. Borgonovo et al [14] considered stepwise increasing failure rate
with PM, which made the device one-deterioration stage younger using Monte Carlo
simulation methods.

All the above studies propose optimal maintenance policies assume that the
effectiveness of PM is either minimal (one stage younger) or complete
replacement/overhaul (as good as new) or both. In general, maintenance (minimal/major)
is imperfect and that may not bring the device to as good as new state. Therefore, it is
reasonable to model the maintenance as imperfect and that makes the device to ‘τ’
deterioration states younger (τ> 1). Inspired by above observations, in this paper we
propose condition–based preventive maintenance model for a deteriorating device
considering: (i) non-zero inspection times (ii) increased intensity for random failures, and
(iii) effectiveness of PM activity leading to recovery of τdeterioration stages ( 1 ).

For modeling the increasing intensity (e.g., Weibull hazard rate) of random failures we
use a stair-step approximation algorithm [15]. The accuracy of the algorithm depends on
the number of steps (in our case number of stages in deterioration process). The accuracy
of the stair-step approximation algorithm increases with the number of states. But
increasing states of the deterioration process makes the effect of the PM insignificant if
the recovery is only one stage. Therefore, by allowing more than one stage recovery and
using stair-step approximation algorithm our model gives better results with desired
accuracy (by increasing the number of states in the deterioration process).

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Assumptions of the proposed models are
given in section 2. Steady state balancing equations and recursive solutions for that is
presented in section 3, and section 4 respectively. Section 5, discusses the optimization
procedure. Example and discussion are given in section 6, and conclusions of the research
work are presented in section 7.
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Notation

k number of stages of deterioration before deterioration failure
k1 threshold deterioration stage for performing preventive maintenances
i state of device ( ki 1 )
Di index for deterioration states
RFi index for random failure states
PMi index for preventive maintenance states
Ii index for inspection states
DF index for deterioration failure state
Pdf steady-state probability that the device is being replaced following a

deterioration failure
Ppm steady-state probability that the device is out of service due to preventive

maintenance
Prf steady-state probability that the device is out of service due to minimal

repair after a random failure
1/λdf mean time between successive deterioration failures, if no maintenance is

initiated.
l/λi mean time to random failure in i th deterioration state
l/λI mean time between successive inspections
1/μdf mean duration of replacing the device following a deterioration failure
l/μpm mean duration of preventive maintenance
1/μi mean duration of repair after random failure in i th state
1/μI mean duration of inspection
A steady-state availability of the device
TC total cost per unit operating time
Cdf cost of deterioration failure
Crf cost of random failure
Cpm cost of performing a PM activity
CI cost of performing an inspection
Cdt cost of down time per unit time
CT cycle time (time between successive deterioration replacements)
TCdf total cost of deterioration failures in a CT
TCrf total cost of random failures in a CT
TCpm total cost for PMs in a CT
TCI total cost for inspections in a CT
TCdt total cost of down time in a CT

Nomenclature

The categories in each type are mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

a. Failure type

i. Deterioration: A process where the important parameters of a device
gradually worsen. If left unattended, the process leads to deterioration
failure.

ii. Random failure: These failures occur instantaneously in any deterioration
stage and generally unpredictable, so that such a failure cannot be
prevented and inevitability should be replaced by a corrective action.
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b. Restoration type

i. Preventive maintenance or simply Maintenance: A restoration wherein an
unfailed device, at pre-selected (but not necessarily identical) intervals, has
its accumulated deterioration reduced or eliminated.

ii. Repair: A restoration wherein a failed device is returned to a working
condition.

c. Maintenance & repair types

i. Minimal maintenance: Maintenance of limited effort and effect. For
deterioration modeled as discrete stages, minimal maintenance restores the
device to the previous deterioration stage or to deterioration stage 1,
whichever is worse.

ii. Major maintenance: Maintenance wherein a device is restored to as good
as new.

iii. General maintenance: It restores the device to the previous τdeterioration
stages or to deterioration stage 1, whichever is worse.

iv. Minimal repair: Repair wherein the device is returned to the operable state
it was in just before failure.

v. Replacement/ overhaul: Repair wherein the device is returned to as good
as new.

2. Assumptions and the Model

2.1 Device

1. The device is continuously operating except when removed for maintenance or
repair.

2. Failure types: deterioration and random, and it assumes that the failure states of
the device can be discovered without any inspection.

3. The device has a deterioration failure immediately following the completion of
k stages of deterioration.

4. Random failures have the increasing rate or intensity with increasing the
accumulation of deterioration.

5. The device is repairable. The failure type is self-announcing. The mean time to
repair depends on the failure type.

2.2 System

System consists of the device and maintenance activities.

1. The duration of each deterioration stage has an exponential distribution with
rate kλd.

2. Following deterioration failure, the device is overhauled or replaced, i.e.,
restored to “as good as new”. The overhaul duration is exponentially
distributed.

3. Random failure occurs at an increasing rate or intensity, depending on the
deterioration stage of the device. Minimal repair is performed. The minimal
repair duration is exponentially distributed.

4. Periodically the device is removed from operation for preventive maintenance,
which makes the device τdeterioration states younger.
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5. The time between successive maintenances is exponentially distributed.
6. Preventive maintenance durations are exponentially distributed.
7. There are no transitions between the failure & maintenance states.

2.3 The Model

Continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) model for general condition preventive
maintenance that makes the device to τstages younger is shown in Fig. 1. States D1 to Dk
are the k operating states in increasing order of deterioration. D1 is the best operating state
and Dk is the worst. Di represents the state in which the device is in ith deterioration stage
and is in working condition. Ii represents the state in which the device is in ith deterioration
stage and under inspection. PMi is the state where the device is in ith deterioration stage
and is under preventive maintenance. RFi is the state where the device is in i th

deterioration stage and is under repair after a random failure. State DF is the deterioration
failure state. The device is inspected after a random period that is exponentially
distributed with mean 1/λI.

By this model, the device experiences no maintenance when the deterioration stage ‘i’
is determined by an inspection to be i < k1, experiences a preventive maintenance if the
device is found to be in deterioration stage ‘i’ such that kik 1 , by which the device
is restored to ‘i-τ’ deterioration stage with a mean duration of 1/μpm. When the device is in
random failure state in deterioration stage ‘i’, minimal repair takes place that brings the
device into operating condition, and just before failure deterioration stage. When the
device is in deterioration failure state DF, complete replacement is carried out to bring the
device to state D1, with a mean duration 1/μdf.

3. Steady-state Balancing Equations

Using the Markov approach associated with Fig. 1, we obtain the steady state balancing
equation [16] to represent the steady-state conditions of the process in figure 1. Their
solution yields steady state probabilities.

Fig. 1 Markov State Transition Diagram for the Proposed CBPM Policy
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Depending upon the value of τ, k, and k1 the following five cases are exist:

 Case 1: (k<=τ+1)

 Case 2: (k>τ+1), (k1<=τ+1) and (k-tow<k1)

 Case 3: (k>τ+1), (k1<=τ+1) and (k-tow>=k1)

 Case 4: (k>τ+1), (k1>τ+1) and (k-tow<k1)

 Case 5: (k>τ+1), (k1>τ+1) and (k-tow>=k1)

Steady state balancing equations for the above cases are given below.
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Case 5: )()1(),1( 11 kkandkk  
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The following equations are common to all five cases:
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4. Recursive Solution

Following recursive solution is developed for solving the balancing equations derived in
section 3, which give steady state probabilities of different deterioration and maintenance
states.
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didi PP 1 , 2,...,11  ki (47)

And the common equations for all the cases are

)/.( IIdiIi PP  , ki ,.....,2,1 (48)

)/( pmIIipmi PP  , ki ,.....,2,1 (49)

)/( iidirfi PP  ki ,.....,2,1 (50)

5. Optimization

The optimal solution can be obtained by determining the values of k1 and λI, which
maximizes the availability of the device, or the combined costs, associated with the failure
and maintenance outages. For example, the optimal value of λI for any preventive
maintenance threshold k1, can be determined such that A is maximized.





k

i
diPA

1

(51)

In most practical cases, the minimization of the total costs involved rather than
maximization of the availability is of interest. The costs include the maintenance, repair,
and out-of-service costs. A simple and more appropriate model for the cost analysis is
proposed. Assign costs (CI, Cpm, Crf, Cdf, Cdt) for the unit times of the various outages
(Inspections, preventive maintenances, repairs after random and deterioration failures, and
down time), and respective cost are calculated for a deterioration replacement cycle (CT).
CT is the expected time between successive deterioration replacements. From these costs,
cost per operating hour or cost per unit operating time is calculated for decision-making
purpose.

If CT is the expected time between successive deterioration replacements, then for a
CT time there is one deterioration replacement. Therefore,

)*/(1/1* dfdfdfdf PCTPCT   (52)

5.1 Cost Model

Expected costs per CT for deterioration failures, preventive maintenance, random failures,
and down time are calculated as follows:

i. Expected cost of deterioration failure during CT

For a deterioration failure cycle (CT) there exists only one expected replacement
due to deterioration failure. Therefore,

dfdf CTCE )( (53)

ii. Expected cost for performing inspections during CT

CTCPTCE II

k

i
IiI ..).()(

1




 (54)

iii. Expected cost for performing PM activities during CT
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iv. Expected cost for random failures during CT
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rfirf **)*()(
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 (56)

v. Expected cost of down time during CT

CTCPPPPTCE dtdfrfi

k

i
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1




(57)

Using above i to v total cost expressions, the expected cost rate per unit operating time
is expressed as:

  )*/()()()()()()( CTATCETCETCETCETCETCE dtrfpmIdf  (58)

5.2 Optimization Procedure

i. Depending upon the accuracy required and/or deterioration replacement rate
choose an appropriate unit for

a. Number of deterioration states (k),

b. Time between inspections (1/λI).

ii. Set k1 equal to one.

iii. Set 1/λI equal to one.

iv. Calculate different deterioration state probabilities using equations (27) to (50)

v. Calculate availability A(λI) at time between inspections (1/λI).

vi. Using equations (53) to (58) find the expected total costs for various cost
components, and cost per operating hour.

vii. Increase (1/λI) by one, and repeat the calculations from step iv, until (1/λI)
reaching maximum limit (1/λdf).

viii. Select the time between inspection interval (1/λI) that maximizes the availability
or minimizes the cost per operating hour whichever be the criteria.

ix. Increase the preventive maintenance threshold k1 by one, and repeat the
calculations from step iii, until reaching maximum limit (k).

x. Select an optimum maintenance policy (k1), and inspection interval (1/ λI) from all
selected policies in step viii.

6. Examples and Discussion

Let λd = 0.01/week, μpm = 10.0/week, μdf = 0.5/week,μI = 100/week, μrf = 1/week, random
failures of the device has Weibull intensity with scale parameter η = 100, shape parameter 
β= 3, the cost data in thousands as Cpm =20, Crf =10, Cdf = 100, and Cdt = 1. Take k = 50
and τ= 20. Availability and total cost of the system is calculated at different time between
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inspections (MTBI ie, 1/λI), and different preventive maintenance thresholds (k1).
Variation of availability, and total cost per operating week as a function of MTBI are
plotted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively (for k1 = 11). From these two figures the
maximum availability and minimum total costs are found and shown in Table 1. Variation
of maximum availability and minimum total cost per operating week as a function of
preventive maintenance threshold (k1) are plotted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. The
optimal mean time between inspections (OMTBI) and preventive maintenance threshold
(k1) are shown in Table II. Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Table 2 shows a comparison of condition
based and time based PM policies. From these results it is clear that condition based PM
policies give better results compared with time based PM policies.
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Fig. 4: Variation of Optimum Availability with increasing k1

Table 1: Optimal CBPM Policy when k1 = 11

Objective k1 MTBI (in weeks) Availability Total cost/week

Availability
maximization 11 10 0.994072 817

Total cost
minimization 11 20 0.991713 726

Table 2: Optimal CBPM and Time based Preventive Maintenance (TBPM) Policies
for the Example Data

Maintenance
policy

Optimization
Criteria

k1 Availability Total costs
(Rs/week)

OMTBI
(in week)

Availability
Maximization 14 0.994182 739 9

CBPM policy
Total cost

minimization 20 0.992693 637 12

Availability
Maximization -- 0.991149 1188 18

TBPM policy
Total cost

minimization -- 0.985808 904 37
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Fig. 5: Variation of Minimum Total Cost with increasing k1
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7. Conclusions

A model is proposed for the application of condition based preventive maintenance
policy for Markov deteriorating system. The proposed model incorporate time varying
failure rate for random failures. The proposed model allows more then one-deterioration
stage recovery by performing PM. For a set of given data, the proposed algorithms
simultaneously optimize the mean time between inspections and preventive maintenance
threshold (k1). The proposed model gives a maintenance policy either by maximizing the
availability or minimizing the total cost whichever be the objective. Relations between
different parameters are studied for maximizing availability.
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